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In August of 1974, the photographer Nicholas Nixon made a group portrait of his wife, Bebe, and her three sisters, Heather, Mimi and Laurie – the Brown
sisters. He did not keep that image, but in 1975 ...
Nicholas Nixon: The Brown Sisters: Forty Years
While the camera an certainly capture some real nice portraits, the addition of a flash hot shoe would ... Compared to other EVIL cameras, the J1 seems to
have slightly more luminous noise (even at ...
Steve's Conclusion
The Queen joked that a tea cup featured in the painting had no tea in it, the artist revealed, as she paid tribute to her “luminous” sitter. Miriam Escofet
painted the portrait, which was ...
Royal first as Queen attends virtual unveiling of new portrait
Roberta Kogut paints in a light-dappled home studio, her small black rescue dog, Boo, curled in a corner behind her easel. Kogut, who lives in Happy
Valley, isn't using paint but instead often uses ...
Happy Valley artist featured in gallery
His images are infused with a naturalness that emerges from the illumination of the world — light reflecting what is real — reconstituted in luminous ... at the
National Portrait Gallery ...
Conversations in Silence
It’s an iridescently beautiful scene captured by photographer Isobel Rae as part of her Siblings series, where the viewer at once becomes aware of the
sisters’ connection and closeness. Another ...
Isobel Rae understands and connects with her subjects to “portray them as they are”
I’ve never seen Samuel Beckett’s bleak study of human endurance done better than in this 60th-anniversary production, directed by Trevor Nunn and
starring a luminous, riveting Lisa Dwan. Her character ...
Happy Days review: Lisa Dwan is luminous in Beckett’s portrait of decline
Stefan Reif brings post-World War II Edinburgh to life, conveying in indelible verbal images that are unstintingly honest what conditions were like in that
bygone era for a child of Jewish immigrants ...
The scholar who defied odds to unveil the treasures of the Cairo Genizah - Book Review
There is also a fundamental problem in the fact it passively registers a luminous ... as a portrait; the painter cannot copy a pictorial imprint of the scene but
must try to capture and re-enact ...
American angst in the photographs of Gregory Crewdson
They established the exotic, fancy-dress "Oriental" portrait as a genre unto itself ... (At that time, Rembrandt favored smaller formats.) At the luminous
center of the composition, a pale ...
Jan Lievens: Out of Rembrandt’s Shadow
The body is also well sculpted for comfortable hand-holding in both landscape and portrait orientation ... use both by Canon's specifications and in actual
use; I was able to capture nearly 700 images ...
Canon EOS 1D Mark II SLR Review
More dramatic headwear has followed in recent years, including a side-worn fascinator the shape of a leaf, which she wore on a visit to a factory opening in
Holland in 2016, and the luminous ...
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T-HAT'S quite a collection! Queen Maxima of the Netherlands showcases her love of extravagant millinery on her state visit to Germany... but it's just a
taste of the ...
Centaurus A is one of the closest radio galaxies to Earth giving off luminous radio emissions thanks ... observed during its 30-year lifetime. The portrait
features the giant nebula NGC 2014 ...
Incredible images from the depths of the Universe courtesy of the Hubble Space Telescope
Fans of French neoclassical painting are extremely well served by Marie Denise Villers’ portrait of Marie Joséphine Charlotte du Val d’Ognes — a luminous
... fails to capture the dynamism ...
European Masterpieces from the Met demonstrates art’s power to speak to the human condition
This year’s pop-up edition of Intersect Aspen, taking place August 1 through 5 at the Aspen Ice Garden, will showcase 30 galleries from 26 cities, and will
feature a wide array of special programming ...
Intersect Aspen announces details of August 1-5 pop-up art fair
is specifically designed to capture that light. “We’re interested in observing the most luminous quasars because the very high amount of energy that they’re
generating down at their cores should lead ...
Nasa using quasar gas to unlock one of the oldest secrets in the universe
At this point they expand to become cool, large and luminous, rather than red giants or white dwarfs. Recent studies suggest the most massive of the stars
end their life as an electron capture ...
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